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QuickBooks, software company Intuit’s accounting platform for small businesses,
recently created Clear Your Plate: a campaign featuring accountants-only pop-up
restaurants. The restaurants in San Francisco and Los Angeles aimed to raise
awareness of the QuickBooks Online Accountant software among existing high-
profile customers. 

QuickBooks curated a molecular gastronomy menu inspired by the time-saving
features of its software. For instance, ‘The Cloud Cocktail’ made with gin and tonic-
infused vapour symbolised working in the cloud, while a dessert of ‘Instantaneous
Ice Cream’ created with liquid nitrogen highlighted the software’s instant client
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summary feature. 

Along with ad agency RPA, Santa Monica, the brand collaborated with small
businesses already using its product to bring the concept to life. These included
experiential culinary studio Bompas & Parr, event venues The Fig House and Terra
Gallery, Coast Graphic Services, and catering company roomforty. 

We spoke with Adam Lowrey, VP, group creative director and Hope Bubnar, VP,
account director at RPA, about how they created the campaign.

Can you tell me a bit about the brand and its positioning?  

Hope Bubnar: This particular product is the QuickBooks Online Accountant
(QBOA), which is different from the QuickBooks product itself. The Online
Accountant is the most efficient way that an accountant can work and manage their
clients. That’s because of the way the product is set up from dashboard – it’s very
easy for accountants to see all their clients at once, it gives them all the
information they need right away and also provides time-saving alerts. It’s all
about helping small businesses do business. 

What was the brief? 

Bubnar: To get in front of accountants in Los Angeles and San Francisco who may
have the product but may not be familiar with it or who might only have one client
with the product. The aim was to encourage them to learn more about QuickBooks
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Online Accountant, get into the product, start getting their clients on board and
show that QuickBooks is there to support them too. 

Lowrey: The single takeaway was that we wanted them to understand that
QuickBooks has all these features that help them save time.  

Has QuickBooks done anything like this before?  

Lowrey: In the past we’ve done print ads in accountant journals and stuff like that.
And we’ve talked about the features and talked about the dashboard and told you
how it saves you time, but we wanted to reach out and give a bit of an experiential
element to these accountants.  

QuickBooks has done stuff in the past like happy hours or gift baskets but they gave
us this brief in Rhode Island and it seemed ideal because it was right before tax
season. What we did there to bring QuickBooks to life was create a beer for them
called CPA IPA with the Rhode Island Brewery. The packaging was all about
QuickBooks Online Accountant and the time-saving features. We shipped these
beers to accountants’ offices, also inviting them to a happy hour where they could
learn more about the products and, obviously, get more beer. QuickBooks had
representatives there who could talk the accountants through things, get them
interested in the product, and answer questions that they might have. So that was
our first experiential thing and, as it was successful, they wanted to move it out
West and try it out on a larger scale in California.
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At the same time while we’re telling you about these product features we also want to do
something nice for you.

– Adam Lowrey, VP, group creative director, RPA
How did you generate the idea? Was there a specific piece of insight that
triggered it?  

Lowrey: It was really down to the time-saving feature. Accountants have so many
things to do just with their day-to-day client dealings so there’s really not that
much time for other things. So that was the initial insight – this is going to save
you time. What can it save you time to do?  

For the Rhode Island idea, for example, it was about saving you time so you can
kick back and have a beer. With this one, we went into a few different directions.
The initial idea was that QuickBooks Online Accountant can save you time so you
can use that time to grow your practice. And on the other side, you can use that
time to have a nice meal, go out with your colleagues, and actually do a little bit of
socialising. So from that we came a few different ideas but this one [for the pop-up
restaurants] popped up to the top. Also there’s a foodie movement in California
that we wanted to take advantage of. People appreciate good food and drink more
than the rest of the country. It was a unique way to bring the product features to
life. That’s where we stepped up from the Rhode Island initiative. We wanted to get
something more detailed this time, where we could bring to life the product
features, which on the surface can feel a little bit dry. Comparing these features to
the courses we were serving really allowed us to make them feel a little more
robust.
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How does this compare to other advertising in the accounting software
business? 

Lowrey: We haven’t seen a competitor doing something like this. Previously we
spoke exclusively to accountants through print ads in accountant journals which
tend to be a little dry and very straightforward – you know, a lot of bullet points
and things like that. So this is a real departure from that world of marketing.
QuickBooks Online Accountant is probably the leader for accountants, so what
really set it apart for me was that it was appreciating them rather than just being a
one way communication, just throwing facts about the products at you. It was more
like ‘Hey, we’ve got something to say about the product but we also value you guys,
we value your business and your opinion. At the same time while we’re telling you
about these product features we also want to do something nice for you.’  

What do small businesses look for in accounting software? 

Lowrey: One of the things we know about small businesses is that we don’t even
tell them that QuickBooks is an online accounting software, it’s almost like a bad
word. And it does so much more these days, it’s more of a financial management
system for their entire business. What small business owners are really looking for
is simplicity of use, intuitive features. They don’t need to have an accounting
background to understand how to do it. QuickBooks can be as streamlined or as
advanced as you need it to be. For accountants, it’s the time-saving features but
also making it easy to get their clients to use it. One of the reasons why
accountants are so important to QuickBooks is that they need to tell their clients to
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get on board too.  

Can you tell me more about the targeting – who did you invite to the pop-up
restaurants and why?  

Bubnar: High value customers who had signed up for the product but who still
weren’t familiar with it or may only have one or two clients working with it. This
was an opportunity to have one to one time with them and remind them that we
have the certifications out there that are very easy to take so that they can feel
more familiar and confident about the product and, in turn, to encourage their
customers to use it. It was an opportunity to talk to them in a different type of
setting.

How exactly did you bring the features of the software to life?  

Lowrey: Every course mapped back to a different feature of the product. The
dessert, for example, was instant freeze ice cream using liquid nitrogen and that
was all about the instant results you get when you log into QuickBooks. We were
working with Bompas & Parr and the caterers to figure out what were those
experiential, memorable moments within the dinner that we can still creatively
map back to the product features. We also tried keep it sort of a light touch, get
people interested and get them to see that this product featured existed. The
accountants’ interest was peaked up to the point where they wished we had the
product there to do demos.  
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Bubnar: This is not something we expected from them. They expected us to have
the product and do demos while we were just like ‘No, we want to simply spend
some time with you, tell you we appreciate you and do something nice for you.’
Obviously, at the end of the day, they are our top priority clients. They said ‘This is
great. Next time bring the product too!’

You had the creatives here at RPA, who usually eat ramen for dinner every night,
googling fancy food items and trying to make interesting menus based on that.

– Adam Lowrey, VP, group creative director, RPA
What were your key challenges?  

Lowrey: There’s a limit of how many people you can invite to these events. It’s a
shift for someone who normally does very traditional advertising. Regardless of
whether it’s online or print you would get this target market of hundreds of
thousands who will see the ad, whereas now you’re really limiting this to only a
several hundred people. Beyond the Instagram sharing, it’s only these people who
will truly experience the events and we needed to make sure they will be impactful
for them. You can run a TV, print or radio ad, where some people like it, some don’t
pay attention and you take that into account. Whereas with this one we had to be
truly efficient and effective with everyone who walked through the door. 

Bubnar: Another key challenge was taking a look at the functionality of the
product and working with chefs to create the gastronomy behind the dishes that
demonstrated the product functionalities which I think resonates more with
people. That was one of the fun challenges the creatives had.  

Lowrey: You had the creatives here at RPA, who usually eat ramen for dinner every
night, googling fancy food items and trying to make interesting menus based on
that. Then we would take that to the Bompas & Parr partners who are a group of 40
chefs. There was one instance where we wanted the main course to be lightning-
cooked steak. We found a steak online that is cooked in an instant with these bolts
that shoot electricity. So we thought ‘That’s perfect! Let’s make that the main
course!’ But then you take this to the people who actually have to make it happen
and they’re like ‘Are you guys crazy? This is dangerous, this is expensive, this is
ridiculous!’ So yeah, there was a lot of back and forth. It was more like ‘Okay, okay.
Tell us what you can do, and then we’ll go back and look at the product features.’ So
that was an important part of the process. It was almost like working with a
director on a television spot where you have to work with the reality of the
situation but still maintain a true vision of the creative concept. We just had a chef
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instead of a director this time.

The choice of venue and catering partners who helped make The Asset
restaurants use QuickBooks. How important part was that for the success of
the campaign?  

Bubnar:  That was a really important part of the campaign because it shows that
they’re putting their money where their mouth is. They really support the
accountants and the small businesses. Whenever possible, they always try to use
small businesses. 

How important was it that the campaign got shared on social networks?  

Lowrey: Any time you do something experiential, a large part of that is going to be
that it gets amplified beyond the people that are there. Of course QuickBooks
shared images and posted stuff, but really, you get the most bang for your bucks
when it’s coming organically from the people who experienced it.  

Getting people to take pictures was no problem – every time a course would come
out and they would lift up the lid and cloud would come out – all these accountants
would be pulling their phones out every five minutes. We were pleasantly surprised
by how many people shared pictures from the event.  

The experiential element was great for the people who were there and it was very
important for the accountants to have a good time and feel appreciated, but we
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almost dependent on that additional power of sharing online. You don’t want to
have a hundred people coming to dinner but the experience to begin and end with
them. You want these people to share it with their networks too. We haven’t done
much research on this but from what we know, accountants are friends with other
accountants. So even if their friends weren’t invited or aren’t QuickBooks users
they could still see the cool things QuickBooks is doing for accountants.

Are you planning to replicate the campaign in other cities or follow up in
another way?    

Bubnar: There is a talk around possibly having a third instalment for these events,
depending on the timing and the client, of course. But the way we designed it, with
the campaign line – Clear Your Plate – that line can live on anything that they do.
It was a sort of tongue-in-cheek for this campaign: clear your plate here with us at
the restaurant, but you can also clear your plate in terms of being able to get your
work done. That can live on in any of the advertising, marketing or events that they
do.
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